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Key aspects of triplex reflection
The triplex reflection model relates to some key aspects and concepts (from Petzold, 2007):
Theory-practice cycle: It is a point in triplex reflection that accumulated knowledge and learned theory
are not prior to the reflections, but it is the situation and the phenomena that are the starting point for
reflection. The fact that the reflections take place on the basis of a situation or an experienced reality
does not mean that theory is absent. In the reflections at all levels in the reflection model, theoretical
concepts and professional knowledge can be used. The theory-practice cycle provides a deeper
understanding of how the relationship between theory and practice can be understood in our context,
where practice forms the starting point for reflection and theory, which in turn affects practice, and
this new practice is reflected on, etc.
Co-respondence involves a collaborative dialogue in which body, emotion and reason are emphasized
and integrated. It is discussed towards agreement and common understanding of concepts as a basis
for joint action, alternatively as agreement on disagreement. Through such a process, an attempt is
made to understand the complexity, and at the same time reduce it to overarching principles and
qualities and/or lead it to an emerging potential.
Multi-perspectivity is about adopting the viewpoints of different actors (supervisee, client) with
different "glasses"/optics (health professional, economic, political) and looking from different
theoretical points of view as the basis for different action models, methods and interventions.

Fig. 1 Metahermeneutic triplex inflection of multi-perspective perceived, correspondingly analyzed and philosophically
considered reality (Petzold 2007). The model is from Petzold and translated into English by Stensland, Sjøberg and Petzold.

Triplex reflection – reflection from four levels
The triplex reflection model indicates reflection from four levels. The model basically has a more
comprehensive name: "Metahermeneutic Triplex Reflection". The hermeneutic aspect involves a
spiral-like cognitive process from sensing and understanding that object, to understanding or putting
words to this, to understanding and explanation - which leads to new understanding. The metahermeneutic aspect implies that the hermeneutic cognition process itself becomes the object of
cognition – and which thus involves meta-reflection.
In the triplex reflection process, the starting point is the observed reality - sensed and perceived where the observed can be oneself or something outside oneself.
Level 1 reflection involves reflection on what has been observed. The reflection process takes place
with the person who reflects but can also include reflection together with other people (co-reflection).
Level 2 reflection is about reflecting on yourself as an observer and on your own level 1 reflection.
That is, a double reflection process. Reflection within this level involves looking at how one's own
"glasses" shape both the way of seeing the situation and the way of reflecting on it. This requires a
certain distance to oneself (excentric position). It may therefore be necessary to have a supervisor or
other people to manage to get such an outside view.
Level 3 reflection: At this level, the actual conditions for the original observations and the previous
levels of reflection are reflected upon. It is about reflecting on societal and cultural conditions, the
zeitgeist, dominant discourses (e.g. related to power relations, cf. Foucault, 1999), collective mental
representations (cf. social representations, Moscovici, 2001), that means ways to e.g. think about value
systems, social rules etc. in a particular culture. The mentioned aspects may at first glance be invisible
or unconscious. This level of reflection related to meta-reflection and further distance (hyperexcentricity) to the practical and original situation. It may be necessary to have an external supervisor
to get the supervisory overview (super = look over) that is required for this type of reflection.
Level 4 reflection: The previous levels of reflection are included in this level while the reflection
itself is exceeded. This involves a kind of intuitive reflection and philosophical contemplation where
complexity is reduced and expressed in a simpler form via deconstruction. This in turn could form the
basis for a new triplex reflection process. Level 4 reflection thus involves seeing the original situation
that existed before reflections at level 1 - with a new look and in new ways. This level of reflection is
difficult to put into words, just as it is difficult to describe artistic experience or meditative presence.

